
 

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION – CHAIR TYPE SPECIAL BL 
 

 

 

 

The owner of the ERGOWORK brand is Plastpur Sp. z o.o. 
Osiedle Rzemieślnicze 48 street, 85-758 Bydgoszcz 

NIP 554-25-11-900, REGON 093066400 
For more informations visit: www.ergowork.pl 

Sales departament phone: +48 52 342 38 72, email: ergowork@plastpur.pl 

 

INSTRUCTION REFERS TO MODELS:  

ERGOWORK chair LK Special BLCPT Black, ERGOWORK chair PRO Special BLCPT Black. 

 

LIST OF INCLUDED PARTS: 

 

Before the assembly, please make sure that all parts specified below are included in a package: 

 

1. Backrest, metal plate, small knob - 1 set 

2. Seat with a metal frame - 1 set (for chair type „Plus”, armrests may be already fixed to the seat) 

3. Mechanism with a long knob - 1 set 

4. Column - 1 piece 

5. Column extension - 1 piece 

6. Footrest - 1 piece 

7. Column cover – short (A) and long (B) - 2 pieces 

8. A five branched base - 1 piece 

9. Glides - 5 pieces 
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1. Fix glides (1) into the five branched base (2). 

ATTENTION! Glides may be already fixed in the five 

branched base. 

2. Fix the column extension (3A) into the base hole (2). 

3. Place the column cover on the column extension (3A). 

4. Fix the footrest (4) on the column extension (3A). 

ATTENTION! 

Mounting a footrest, the chrome-plated rim must be 

placed on 3-armed, black bracket (on the top). 

5. Fix the column (3B) into the column extension hole 

(3A). 

6. Insert the seat-backrest fixing element (6) into the seat 

sheet’s guideways (5) and fix it with a longer knob. 

7. Unscrew the smaller knob from the backrest (7), place 

the seat-backrest fixing element (6) and screw the 

knob once again. 

8. Backrest (7) mounted with a seat (5) place on the  

column pin (3B). 

9. Adjust the seat’s and backrest’s height and fix the 

adjusting screws. 

 

http://www.ergowork.pl/

